We’re currently looking for an experienced Attack & Penetration Experts to join the mobile security team. This role will primarily involve joining the cyber security center of excellence mobile security practice and delivering services in this area.

The candidate should possess vertical-specific insight on security trends, industry best practices and operational processes, as well as knowledge of enabling technologies and architectures. On top of the delivery of mobile penetration testing the following key responsibilities are expected from the role:

**Required Competencies:**

**Technical Expertise** - Demonstrated technical expertise, academic training or knowledge of security technology is required in order to provide a comprehensive, differentiated, and valuable level of consulting advice to the client. Take ownership of any Cisco related security issues or concerns (inclusive of solutions, products, or services) until resolved.

**Industry Expertise** - Demonstrated knowledge of the client’s business to be conversant enough in order to present a compelling point-of-view to the client of what work should be undertaken in order to help the client’s company achieve competitive advantage and differentiation.

- Telecom Industry Security Knowledge (2G, 3G, LTE, SS7/SIGTRAN, GRX, NGN-IMS) etc.
- Mobile Platform Security Experience (Android/iOS/Windows Phone)
- Strong programming ability
- Strong operating system and networking knowledge
- Previous research output
- Excellent client facing skills
- Infrastructure Penetration Testing Experience

**Job Requirements:**

- Undergraduate degree in a technology or business field required, plus 5+ years of related professional experience
- Experience providing advisory consulting services to Fortune 100/500 clients with strong technical and business operations expertise in the areas of cyber security, threat awareness, threat detection, security architecture frameworks
- Maintain security certifications such as CISSP, CRISP, CISM, Cisco certifications or equivalent
- Strong written and verbal communication skills.
- Supporting large multinational companies, this role requires up to 30% travel for international locations

In order to apply please go to: [http://jobs.cisco.com/job/Netanya-Penetration-Tester/219101500/](http://jobs.cisco.com/job/Netanya-Penetration-Tester/219101500/)